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Chinese-Korean Translation*1)
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Li, Jiabin., Changhoe Hwang, and Jeesun Nam. 2020. “Building
Chinese Request Pattern Graphs for Chinese-Korean Translation.”
The Journal of Linguistic Science 95:0-0. This paper aims to
describe diverse request patterns in Chinese for the automatic
classification and the Chinese-Korean translation of music-request
sentences in AI assistant platforms. These patterns are formalized by
Local-Grammar Graphs (LGGs), a finite-state grammar, and represented
under directed acyclic graphs based on the main function categories.
The UNITEX graph editor has been used to construct Chinese LGGs
and the request pattern tags that are proposed for Korean sentences
based on DECO Korean Electronic dictionaries was applied. The result
of this study has been examined and evaluated by being compared
with Google Translate results at the end of the paper. Experimental
results prove that the LGG grammar constructed in this paper can
effectively cover and annotate various request patterns. This will
provide the possibility to generate a large-scale bilingual annotation
corpus in the field of music listening. (Hankuk University of
Foreign Studies)
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1. Introduction

This research focuses in describing and formalizing diverse request patterns in

Chinese for the automatic classification of music-request sentences in AI assistant

platforms. In this study, when various sentence types in Chinese are classified into

appropriate discourse categories, they are also annotated with request type tags and

Korean counterparts, which would be crucial for switching Chinese request sentences

with Korean ones and vice versa.

Based on the current development of artificial intelligence technology, a large

number of AI speakers come into the Chinese market. However, most of them appear

with the motivation of grabbing the entrance of the hardware market or just of

merging with the product ecology. For instance, the manufacturing orientation of

Alibaba AliGenie is used for convenient shopping experiences and household appliance

controls. As a matter of fact, the diverse motivations of manufacturing AI speakers

are not satisfying because most of them lack high-end human language understanding.

As well known, in the area of ‘making machine understand what a person is saying’

(semantic recognition), speech interaction technology is mainly divided into Automatic

Speech Recognition (ASR) and Natural Language Processing (NLP), where the latter

still requires a huge improvement of linguistic resources to be performed properly.

Linguistic resources such as electronic lexicons or large-scale corpora are crucial for a

machine learning methodology as well as for a lexicon-based approach. Moreover,

well-designed hybrid methods may be conducted on the basis of machine learning and

statistical algorithms but can also use electronic lexicons and local patterns.

Figure 1 is the screenshot of the instruction manual for “Tingting 9420 Speakers”

designed by Tencent. It is possible to observe some example sentences in the “Music”

functional area (e.g. “Play music”, “play my playlist”, “save the playlist”, “put some



light music”).

These example sentences belong to different functional categories in music-listening

domain. Besides, it is also noticeable that the same request can be expressed in

different patterns in this field. When users want to play a song, a genre of music, or

want to listen to something, they might say "I want to listen...", "Put me a song...",

or "How about some music...?".

However, if a request statement cannot be correctly identified, then the whole

experience will be suspended. Furthermore, due to the domain characteristics of music

listening, the sentences spoken to operate the corresponding functions show limited

syntactic and semantic features. This indicates that it is necessary to properly classify

the function categories in this field.

2. Related works

Traditional intention recognition methods mainly include rule-based semantic

recognition methods and the method based on statistical feature classification

algorithm. The general method is to extract information including musician, music

library, style, character relationship, etc. from a large number of corpus texts and

classify them into the dictionary. For example, Prager et al. (1999) used a rule-based

<Figure 1> The screenshot of instruction manual for "Tingting Speakers"



method to construct rules and category information to classify user request text.

Ramanand, J., Krishna Bhavsar, and Niranjan Pedanekar (2010) proposed a

rule-based method for consumer intention recognition to obtain user intentions and

achieved good classification results. The research by Li, Xin and Dan Roth (2015)

confirmed that different expressions will lead to an increase in the number of rule

templates in a specific domain, which requires a lot of manpower and material

resources. Therefore, although the method based on rule template matching does not

require a large amount of training data, it can ensure the accuracy of recognition.

However, the shortcomings are also obvious. Since the user's sentence patterns are

ever-changing, and the rules can only cover a relatively small part. The more written

rules are also extremely difficult to maintain, and conflicting rules may often occur.

The method based on statistical feature classification requires the extraction of key

features of the corpus text, such as characters, word features, N-Gram, etc., and then

trains the classifier to achieve intent classification. Chen (2014) SVM and Naive

Bayes classifier were used to classify Weibo corpus for consumption intention, and

the F1 value reached more than 70%. However, both of these two classifiers require

manual extraction of features, which is not only costly, but also the accuracy of

features cannot be guaranteed. It may also cause data sparseness.

Jia (2016) introduced AdaBoost algorithm and PSO algorithm to optimize SVM

parameters using PSO. And he used the AdaBoost algorithm to integrate the

PSOSVM classifier to obtain a strong AdaBoost-PSOSVM classifier. The experimental

results show that the classification performance on the same data set is significantly

higher than that of the SVM classifier. However, none of these methods can

accurately understand the deep semantic information of user text.

With the development of deep learning, more and more scholars have used word

vectors, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network, Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU), attention

mechanism and capsule network are used in intention recognition tasks. Compared

with traditional machine learning methods, deep learning models have greatly

improved recognition performance.



However, there are still many difficulties in the current intention recognition work.

For example, the irregularity of the text, the diversity of user intentions, etc. In

addition, the biggest difficulty lies in the acquisition of annotation data. For example,

Su et al. (2019) spent 4 months to build a complete annotation data set in order for

the model to learn the ability of automatic completion. At present, the acquisition of

annotation data mainly comes from two aspects. On the one hand, a dedicated data

annotation team labels the data, and on the other hand, the annotation data is

automatically generated in a semi-supervised manner.

Hwang et al. (2020) also proposed a pattern-based approach in classifying Korean

AI assistant dialogues. In this way, the authors constructed local-grammar graphs to

recognize corresponding sentence types. The f-measure result of this study achieved

more than 70%. Compared with the traditional rule-based method, such a

pattern-based method can save a lot of repetitive work through the DECO electronic

dictionary (Nam 2018) and the subgraphs in the UNITEX platform (Paumier 2003).

This research suggests a lexicon and pattern-based approach as in Hwang et al.

(2020). Since current machine learning methods and statistical algorithms are not

satisfying in recognizing and classifying diverse sentence types in AI assistance

platforms, unless a huge size of annotated corpus is provided. The method proposed

in this paper can annotate the corpus by adding tags to the Finite State Transducer

(FST) on the Unitex platform, and generate annotated corpus. The experimental results

also prove that the LGG grammar we constructed on the basis of DECO Korean

Electronic dictionaries has good coverage of request corpus patterns in the music

field. In addition, compared with the research by Hwang et al. (2020), request

patterns are translated into a Korean counterpart after the construction of Chinese,

which enables large-scale bilingual annotated corpus with diverse tags in the field of

music listening. By comparing with the results of Google Translate, this language

resource reflects a more authentic Korean counterpart in the field of music listening.



<Figure 2> Overview of the study

3. Grammatical features of Mandarin Chinese

According to the data collected, the most frequently used sentential patterns are

imperative, BA construction, declarative, and interrogative. It is necessary to briefly

examine grammatical features of different sentential patterns so it is possible to

acquire beneficial distinctions when attempting to construct the local-grammar graphs

subsequently.

3.1 Imperative sentences

Imperative sentences are phrases that expresses a command, requests urging, advice,

warning or consultation. Most are accompanied by an imperative intonation or a tone,

generally, the subject position of an imperative sentence is often omitted (Zhu 1982:

205). A large amount of collected corpus data also proved this affirmation, as shown

in (1a).

(1) a. 放 点 音乐

fang dǐan yīnyue

release some music

Play some music!



The predicate of an imperative sentence is always a verb. Also, the honorific verb

‘请 (please)’ is often used at the beginning of an imperative sentence for euphemism

as in (2a). In written language, an exclamation mark is often added at the end of the

request to express the command.

(2) a. 请 进 ！

Qǐng jìng

HON3) come in

Come in, please!

Lastly, according to "Grammar Lectures" (Zhu 1982: 207), modal particle words

are widely used, especially in the imperative sentences with prohibiting and warning

implications. For this reason, Zhu discovered that modal particle words ”了” applied

with verbs appear 86% of the time, among all modal particle words. The modal

particle terms ‘嘛’, '吧', '呗', '好了' and their variations are frequently used in

imperative sentences. Furthermore, in written Chinese, punctuation marks of imperative

sentences ‘!’ and ‘。’ are used for marking strong emotional expressions. (Zhu 1982:

209)

3.2 BA constructions

As a special form of sentence structure in modern Chinese, BA construction

emphasizes the result or mode of behavior. It is worth remembering that the basic

order of mandarin Chinese is SVO as shown in (3a). However, in BA construction,

the basic order is changed into 'S+BA+O+Vt' as in (3b).

(3) a. 我 打开 了4) 音乐

3) The Abbreviation of Honorific (The same as below).
4) There are two syntactic meanings of the Chinese characters “了”. Here is the first applicability is a

perfect aspect, hereinafter referred to as ASP (The same below). (Chinese Academy of Social
Sciences 2012: 784)



wǒ dǎkāi le yīnyùe

1S open ASP music

I turned on the music.

b. 我 把 音乐 打开 了5)

wǒ bǎ yīnyùe dǎkāi le

1S PREP music turn-on PART

I turned on the music.

Besides, the predicate of the BA construction should be a transitive verb in almost

all cases.

3.3 Declarative sentences

The declarative sentence refers to the sentence pattern that states a fact or the

speaker's opinion. The command tone of declarative sentences is mainly realized

through verbs that express the speaker's wishes as in (4a). For example, the verbs

like ‘想 (want)', ‘想要 (wish)', etc.

(4) a. 我 想 打开 窗户

wǒ xiǎng dǎkāi chuānghu

1S want open window

I want to open the window.

3.4 Interrogative sentences

Generally, Chinese interrogative sentences are divided into 4 types: general

questions, the positive and negative questions, questions with interrogative pronouns,

and alternative questions. It is worth noting that Chinese interrogative sentences also

follow the word order of SVO. In this case, Q-Words (Question Words) appear in the

object position.

5) Here is the second usage of the Chinese characters “了”, a particle (Abbreviated as PART, the same
below), which means a new situation. (Chinese Academy of Social Sciences 2012: 784)



(5) a. 可以帮我拿一下那本书吗？

kěyǐ bāng wǒ na yixia na běn shū mā ?

Aux help 1S take ADV DET CLA book QUES

Can you pass me the book?

The general question is the most frequently used interrogative pattern. As shown in

(5a), the morphological features of question maker “吗” usually added at the end of a

declarative sentence as shown in (5a). For euphemism, auxiliary verbs that express

possibility are usually inserted at the beginning. In addition, the insertion of verbs that

expresses the meaning of the request at the beginning of the sentence can make the

request more euphemistic.

4. Classification of Chinese request patterns in AI-assistant platforms

4.1 Main categories

Local grammars are a powerful tool to represent the majority of linguistic

phenomena. Users may use finite-state grammars and diverse devices provided in the

Unitex platform to directly edit linguistic patterns through LGGs to match language

phenomena.

As mentioned above, this study is based on the function categories proposed by

Hwang et al. (2020) for Korean request sentences in AI-assistant platforms. By

analyzing the corpus built from social media texts and the results of the questionnaire,

Chinese request sentences were divided into four categories, and further expanded to

its subcategory. This paper adds the category of music search function [Search-Sub].

When receiving a user's request such as "Play some Starbucks music", the priority is

to search in the local cache, such as [Music-On-Off]. If not, the request will be

directly transferred to [Search-Sub].



<Figure 3> The main function categories

In order to classify these sentence types in a concrete way, the named entities that

serve as topic words or focus of discourse should be properly described and

recognized. The entity nouns under a sub-graph form as shown in Figure 4 and 5

and also divided into specific and random parts respectively. The graphs surrounded

by the red Input variable in Figure 4 are sub-graphs that containing the name of the

singer and the song (i.e. {Entities-Singer}, {Tracks-Song}). By adding Input and

Output variables at the end of the FST, important information about request patterns

can be extracted or annotated. Among the named entities of this domain, artist names

obtained by web crawling are temporarily saved as related lists in the sub-graph

{Entities-Singer}. The sub-graph {Tracks-Song} is located on the right side of

{Entities-Singer}. Along the path there is also a sub-graph that contains data about

the song title in the form of a list, and processes song title information that appears

in the input text. {Singer-Sub} is another sub-graph that was built to recognize the

song’s modifier in {Tracks-Song} and patterns like “Released in March 2012” can be

recognized here.

<Figure 4> Subgraph of named entities (song list)



Structure Play Mode illustrative sentence

a. {Singer}-{Song} SPECIFIC Play the Beatles’ Hey Jude

b. {Singer}-music RANDOM Play the Beatles’ music
c. {Song} SPECIFIC Play the Hey Jude
d. {Genre}-music RANDOM Play rock music

e. {Propensity} RANDOM
Play some music which is suitable

for studying

<Table 1> The combination structure of Named Entity

The named entities {singer/song/genre/propensity} can occur in complex

combinations, as illustrated in table 1. The request can be either a specific song or a

random song of an artist (or a certain genre). It is worth noting that when the song

that the user wants to play does not exist in the local music, it will directly switch

to the search function (i.e. [Search-Sub]). In the search function, richer patterns were

defined to support custom search. The presentation of named entities (randomness) is

displayed in figure 5. More details are discussed in Section 4.2.

4.2 Request category of MUSIC-ON-OFF

In order to distinguish the request category and the LGG category, square brackets

were used to mark the request (i.e. [ ]), and the curly brackets used to mark the

LGG component (i.e. { }). A further observation was carried out over internal INPUT

and OUT-PUT functions (i.e. random$ XXX $random, playlist$ XXX $playlist) to

indicate the action of randomness or that of intentionality. In Figure 5, 5

combinations (randomness) based on singer, song, genre, propensity, playlist are

described. The parts matching {SongTracks} and {Playlist} in patterns are output as

annotation (i.e. 'RandomList' or 'Playlist') through the blue Output variable.



<Figure 5> Subgraph of named entities (randomness)

As a semantic contradiction, the specific title of a song cannot be modified by

quantifiers like “一些 (some)”. This also goes for the predicate such as "来 (come)"

or "放 (put)" means "play" in spoken Chinese which usually followed by a noun

phrase. On the contrary, verbs like '播放 (play)' seem to be more natural when

appear before a specific song title. On this account, predicate of [MUSIC-ON-OFF]

category was divided into two parts; predicate followed by the specific title of song

{Verb2a} (i.e. {Predica-play2a-Quentifier}) and predicate that can only semantically

followed by random songs {Verb2b} (i.e. {Predica-play2b-Quentifier}). The

sub-categories of [music-on] and [music-off] primarily differ in the object section. Due

to the economic principle, speakers prefer to express the request of "shut down" by

"general" form instead of "specific" form. For instance, people may prefer the pattern

of "shut down the music” than “shut down the song sung by {singer}”.

This part aims to summarize the composition of the request as much as possible

by using named entities and predicates. Figure 6 shows the LGG of Turn-On-Sub.

The gray shaded structure is the component containing the sub-graph. {Pronoun}

represents the set of personal pronouns and {Modal} is the set of modal particles in

Chinese. According to "Grammar Lectures" (Zhu 1982: 208), “modal particles are

function words that express mood and they are often used to express various moods

at the end of a sentence or at a pause in a sentence”. Here, common modal particles



are ’的’, ’了’, ’么’, ’呢’, ’吧’, and ’啊’. {Qus_Marker} represents the question marker

set. Request patterns are divided into imperative sentences, declarative sentences,

interrogative sentences and BA construction according to different sentence patterns.

Since the LGG of {Turn-On-Sub} and {Turn-OFF-Sub} only differ in predicate part,

it won’t be repeated it here.

<Figure 6> Local grammar graph of Turn-On-Sub category

Besides, the end of the FST is marked by function and this can be helpful to

generate annotated corpora with XML format annotation. For example, the annotation

outcome of the request pattern “Play some Beatles’ music.” can be represented as

“<Action> Play some Beatles’ music.</Singer= Beatles, Song=Random,

Act=Music-On>.”

4.3 Request category of VOLUME-UP-DOWN

Concerning the request sentences about volume adjustment command, 5 levels were

classified according to the user-adjusted intensity. First, if there are no adverbs of

degree modifying the verbs in the patterns, they were set as default intensity. The

second level is the degree of low intensity, semantically described by adverbs like

“一点”. In this case, it modifies the predicates or adjective like “一些” also affecting



the object “volume”. Whether an adverb directly changes a verb or an adjective

modifies a patient, ‘volume’ implies a low-intensity adjustment.

Also, it has to be considered that the highest intensity is uniquely expressed by

hiring the adverb of degree "最" which means "most" in mandarin Chinese. In

general, the adverb of degree "最" is followed by an adjective like "大/高” (big/high)

and “小/低" (small/low), referring to the adjustment upward or downward. We set the

4th level as the patterns consist of numeral, the most accurate expression among the

5 levels. Also, the last intensity was adjusted to a volume adjustment function to 0

intensity. In this lot of idioms in spoken language were added - for example, “静音

(mute)”, “别吵 (don’t make any sound)”.

The composition of the predicative phrases for [Volume-Up-Down] category can be

represented as the graph in Figure 7. By adding an XML tag to the degree adverb

“最(most)” (ie $|Intension3(最/MAX)$|Intension3) and calling the function at the end

of the FST, it was possible to obtain the annotated request “音量调到最

<Act=Volume-up>大</Intension=MAX>.”

<Figure 7> Subgraph of {Volume-Predicate}

As the [Music-On-Off] category, the imperative sentences, declarative sentences,

interrogative sentences and BA construction were divided according to different

sentence types.



This section is illustrated by the annotation result in table 2.

4.4 Request category of MUSIC-CONTROL

Four subcategories were set as possibilities to modify the action ‘play’ itself under

the third request category [MUSIC-CONTROL]. The functions associated with this

category have more subgroups than other functions in the music-listening domain. This

is because many subcategories can be included into the corresponding upper category

such as ‘play the previous/ next/ current song’, ‘play it over and over’, ‘play it

randomly’ and ‘stop/pause playing’.

4.4.1. Music Control: Selective play

As observed from the subcategories of [Music-Control], the operation of 'Selective

Play' is to play the previous/ current/ next song or a list of tracks that were

previously played on the playlist. According to the corpus, it could be seen that the

verbs that occurred in these subcategories are more diverse than [Music-On/off] and

[Volume-Up/Down] categories. It seems to show some correlation with the timeline.

For instance, taking the predicates ‘返回/ 返到/ 回到/ 播放/ 打开/ 放/ 调到/ 调回/

跳到/ 跳回......’ almost all of them share a form ‘root + postposition’. A high

LEV Request sentence Keyword Intensity After Annotation

1 调高音量
Turn up the volume.

∅
(empty) Defeat 调高<Act=Volume-up></Intension=

Default>音量

2
能把音量调高一点吗

Can you turn up the
volume a bit?

一点
(a bit) LOW 能把音量调高<Act=Volume-up>

一点</Intension=LOW>吗

3
把音量调到最低

Turn down the volume to
the lowest.

最
(most) MAX 把音量调到最<Act=Volume-dow

n>低</Intension=MAX>

4 把音量调到百分之80
Turn the volume to 80%.

<<0-100>>
(numeral)

SPECIFIT
Y

把音量调到百分之80</Intension
=80>

5 静音
Mute.

静音
idiom ZERO <Act=Volume-down>静音</Intensio

n=ZERO>

<Table 2> Intensity classification of [VOLUME-UP-DOWN] category



frequency of neologism ‘切歌’ was also observed in crawled SNS data.

By comparing the noun phrases in table 3, the modifiers of the head nouns show

a high correlation with temporal and position concepts. The front modifier ‘上面’ is a

noun for the position in “上面一首歌 (the last song)”. The modifier ‘刚刚’ is an

adverb of time appears before the noun phrase “刚刚那首歌 (the last song)”.

Based on these discoveries, the verbs and noun phrases of these subcategories were

expanded. The noun phrases are closely described in Figure 8. The parts matching

key words in patterns will be output as annotation (i.e. 'Previous', 'Next' or 'Now')

through the blue Output variable (i.e. </Song=$Order$, Act=Music-On>). For example,

the concordance result of the request pattern ‘换到下一首歌 Change to the next song’

after LGGs processing is </Song=Next, Act=Music-On>.

<Figure 8> Composition of noun phrases in sub-graph

structure illustrative sentence
a [adv再次][v1播放][np上一曲] Play the last song again
b [adv重新][v1播放][np上一首歌] Play the last song again
c [v1返回][np上面一首歌] Go back to the last song
d [v1跳回][adv刚刚][np那首歌] Skip to the last song
e [v1调到][np下一曲] Skip to the next song
f [vp切歌] Play the next song

<Table 3> The structure of verb phrase in [Selective Play]



4.4.2. Music Control: Repeated play

The [Repeated Play] category presents the cases where users want to repeat songs

or specific music with a specific mood, including the previously mentioned ‘previous/

current/ next’ songs. Therefore, the category of [Selective play] including the named

entity part discussed in [Music-On/Off] is worth referring to. The object of the loop

playback can be a specific song name, a random song in a certain genre, or a

previously played song. Since most of the requests that appear in the category of

Music Control are only distinguished between the predicate and the object, the LGG

representation won’t be applied again here.

4.4.3. Music Control: Random play

This category represents a constituent that contains at least one individual. The

realization of random request is mainly realized through adverbs that represents

'random'. Here, the predicate seems to be high repeat exposure due to a similar

semantic meaning. The example collected from the database shows that the

morphological feature of the adverb affix ‘地’ is an optional factor here. Observations

proved that the objects of [randomly play] category agree with the prediction. It is

noteworthy that any noun phrases ended with ‘音乐/歌 (music)’ (RANDOM) can

occur in this category as shown in (6a-d). That is, any request patterns that express

random playback may contain one of the following four forms. The content enclosed

by curly brackets is the singer, playlist, genre, and propensity information. The

meaning of "random" is expressed by the following generic entity "Music".

(6) a. {singer}-music RANDOM

b. {playlist}-music RANDOM

c. {genre}-music RANDOM

d. {propensity}-music RANDOM

4.4.4. Music Control: Pause-play



Finally, the [pause play] category consists of the sentences that express that you

need to temporarily stop playing. In terms of the function itself, the request of stop

playing can only be expressed by single vocabulary containing the meaning 'to stop'

and seems to be similar to [Music Off] category.

Considering the economic principle already mentioned in [Music Off] category,

speakers prefer to express the request of [pause play] function by ‘pause music’

instead of ‘pause the music of [singer]’. Through the collected corpus, it was

observed that the request of this functional category is realized mainly through BA

construction and imperative sentences. In spoken Chinese, to achieve the purpose of

emphasizing the request is necessary to advance the object in BA construction. For

example, ‘把音乐暂停一下’ can be transcribed as ‘make the music stop’, emphasizing

the patient by moving object to the front of sentences. Besides, the verb ‘播放

(play)’ whose part of speech is verb in other categories. However, ‘播放 (play)’ is

the object of verbs that express the meaning of “pause” as in Figure 9.

4.5 Request category of SEARCH-CONTROL

In addition to the constructed named entities (i.e. Figure 4 and Figure 5), the

user-defined search may also search for music genres and propensity. The sub-graph

{Musical-Genre} presents genres of music. Sub-graph {Phrase-Search} indicates the

patterns used when the user customizes the search. By using the Input variable.

Since the request patterns consist of the form of noun phrases, it is possible to

apply the machine-readable dictionary in propensity6) part, This means that adjectives

like ‘pleasant’ in the phrase ‘pleasant music’ can be concentrated by attaching internal

tags of the same category. However, because of the lack of Chinese machine-readable

dictionary, it is foreseeable that the recognition and classification performance of this

part might be unsatisfactory.

6) Propensity: phrase search meaning request patterns like “The songs suitable for studying”.



<Figure 9> Subgraph of verb constituents

<Figure 10> Subgraph of {Phrase-Search}

Figure 11 shows the result of annotation based on FST in the Unitex platform.

<Figure 11> Some concordance results in Unitex platform

5. Korean annotation of Chinese request sentences



The second goal of the classification and description of the request sentences in

Chinese is to adopt these domain-dependent data in automatic translation such as

Chinese-Korean request sentence translation. From this viewpoint, Chinese meaningful

strings Korean counterparts were annotated on the basis of the DECO Korean

Electronic dictionary. In this way, Chinese request sentences would be classified and

annotated according to the DECO-Request-Tagset, and thus paired with corresponding

Korean request sentences.

5.1 Annotation rules

Due to the complex morphological and grammatical features of Korean, this study

was focused on the grammatical features of Korean inflectional endings when doing

translation and deliberately ignoring some parts of the lexical correspondence. Only

the major categories were considered and any further subdivision were ignored. For

example, the existence of honorific systems in Korean and Chinese was taken into

consideration but its subdivision was ignored. In this case, Chinese honorific markers

were translated into ‘ –어요’ in Korean.

Besides, imperative sentences in Chinese are less typical than Korean ones so the

approach was conducted in a semantic level. For example, first, the Chinese honorific

maker ‘请’ as ‘-어요’ in Korean was taken on account of both of them expressing

respect for listeners. The Chinese character ‘帮’ wa then transcribed into ‘주다’ in

Korean, both of them being used as auxiliary verbs and modifying main verbs from a

grammatical viewpoint.

Third, since imperative sentences in Chinese are mainly composed of a main

sentence and modal particle words such as ‘啊’, ‘呀’, and so on, we translate modal

particles into ‘-어라’ in Korean. However, modal particle word ‘吧’ softens the tone

of command in imperative sentences. On this level, modal particle words such as ‘吧’

are transcribed into ‘봐’ that contains the meaning of ‘trying to do something’.

Finally, due to the influence of the special construction of the BA construction on

the verbs in Chinese, the verbs in BA construction were translated into causative



expressions of the corresponding Korean verbal phrases such as ‘~게 해’. According

to "Grammar Lectures" (Zhu 1982: 185), BA construction shifts the patient ahead to

emphasize the agent's control over the patient. The annotation rules are described in

table 4.

5.2 Representation of annotation rules by finite-state graphs

To implement the system that recognizes and classifies request patterns in specific

domain, language resources with refined description of language patterns were

required. For this purpose, it is possible to formalize the results of the study and use

them as language resources for recognizing and classifying request sentences in

AI-assistant platforms. The UNIITEX platform is used because the finite-state graphs

will be transformed automatically finite-state grammars that allow generating request

sentences (<Figure 12>).

Features of Chinese annotated LGG Translation of Korean LGG

1
Pronoun honorific and verb honorific

$_请/麻烦/您/…_$
Honorific markers

$_{어}-요_$’

2
Auxiliary verbs

$_帮-ProN-Verb_$
Auxiliary verbs

$_{어}-<주다>_$

3
Modal particle words of imperative

$_啊/呀/呗/…_$
Final ending
$_{어}-라_$

4
Modal particle words of Euphemism

$_吧_$
Euphemism/Auxiliary
$_{어}-<보다>_$

5
BA construction

$_把_$
Causative expressions
$_{게}-<하다>_$

<Table 4> Rules of Korean annotation for Chinese request sentences



<Figure 12> Korean annotation example of Chinese request sentences

6. A twofold evaluation

6.1 Performance Evaluation of Chinese request sentence FST

One of the great advantages of FST is directivity. Each path represents contextual

information about the different functional categories. The tag annotated under the

patterns represents the information required for the functional categories to be

performed by calling input and output variables. The annotation is attached by

inserting XML tags before and after the formalized grammar.

In order to evaluate the performance of the finite-state graphs that was built above,

some users were recruited to directly obtain the corresponding patterns of request

patterns in the music-listening domain, composed as test data. Attaching XML tags to

the observed patterns helped to obtain the correct answer. By applying test data to

rhe previous Chinese graphs in the Unitex platform, an annotated corpus with attached

XML tags and 500 sentences was obtained. Finally, the accuracy of the model was

checked by comparing whether the XML tag is attached correctly or not. Furthermore,



f-measure method was applied to evaluate the performance of constructed Chinese

graphs.

P(Predicated) N(Predicated)
P(Actual) TP(True Positive): 428 FN(False Negative): 36
N(Actual) FP(False Positive): 62 TN(True Negative): 24

<Table 5> Evaluation result

Table 5 shows the evaluation results of the Chinese sentence pattern graphs in the

music-listening domain. The precision and recall rates are 87.35% and 92.1%

respectively, and then f-measure (F1 score) shows 89.6%. It is possible to observe

that simple imperative sentences show better automatic recognition and classification

effects (e.g the sentence “Open Alice's Song!”), which indicates a sentence type of

‘play randomly a certain singer's song’.

However, ‘less request’ patterns failed to be recognized from the original corpus.

For example, a sentence “Too noisy!” that implies the turning down the volume was

not properly classified. Also, due to the lack of a Chinese machine-readable

dictionary, it is not possible to include all predicates of the same type, naturally

affects the recognition outcomes.

6.2 Performance Evaluation of Chinese-Korean translation

In order to evaluate the performance of the finite-state graphs that include

Chinese-Korean translations, a total of 550 sentences were extracted from social media

texts. The process done in this stage was to manually compare the result of the

application of the finite-state graphs of Chinese-Korean translations with the correct

annotation and classification. The result shows that about 33 sentences were not

recognized by the finite-state graphs. In addition, some sentences show obvious

grammatical errors. Even though they do not affect the understanding of semantics,

this is one of the inevitable shortcomings of the annotation model advocated in this

study. The screenshot in Figure 13 shows a sample of the text with Chinese-Korean



translation results.

<Figure 13> Sample text with Chinese-Korean translation results

To fully reflect the advantages and disadvantages of this approach, a comparative

analysis between the result of the finite-state graph application and the Google

translator’s Chinese-Korean translations was made from five perspectives.

First, the number of perfectly translated sentences was considered, since it can

indicate whether a sentence reflects accurately the request or not.

Second, the number of sentences in which the verbs are translated incorrectly were

counted. As mentioned above, the verb “play” in Chinese ‘打开’ should be translated

into “open”: Google translates it into ‘열다’, a literal translation, so it is not

appropriate in this domain.

Third, the number of sentences whose category is incorrect was also counted. For

example, translating imperative sentences into declarative ones is not correct. Google

translator translates the Chinese imperative sentence of “turn on the music” into the

Korean declarative sentence “전자 음악을 연주합니다”, which is an incorrect process

of translation. Instead, through the Korean translation process here proposed, the

meaning of the imperative sentence and the verbs occurring in current domain were

properly considered and thus were translated into a correct Korean sentence such as

“전자 음악 켜봐”.

Fourth, the number of sentences containing grammatical errors was taken into



consideration. Since Korean has more complicated endings and inflectional morphemes,

incorrect Korean inflectional endings may occur in the Chinese-Korean transformation

process.

Finally, the number of sentences that contain wrongly recognized named entities

were analyzed. Table 6 illustrates some examples of the results of the finite-state

graph translation and those of Google translation.

Chinese sentence FST translation Google Translator
请打开音乐 음악 틀어 음악을 켜십시오.

请打开EXO的咆哮 EXO의 으르렁 틀어 EXO의 으르렁 거리십시오.
请打开Ailee的给你看 이예진의 보여줄게 틀어 Ailee를여십시오.
请打开我的歌单 내 재생목록 틀어줘 내 재생 목록을 여십시오.
帮我声音开大吧 볼륨 크게 틀어봐 나를 켜십시오.
帮我关闭音乐吧 음악 꺼 음악이 꺼져 있습니다.

上一曲单曲循环 이전 노래 반복재생
끝없는 루프에서 이전
노래를 재생합니다.

音乐打开 음악 켜 열린 음악
快点帮我打开 틀어줘 도와주세요

... ... ...

<Table 6> Compared result of FST translation and Google translation

In the evaluation section, Pattern error refers to patterns that are grammatically

translated correctly but semantically wrong. For example, Google Translate translates

‘make my voice louder’ into ‘나를 켜십시오.’. This type of error appears a lot in

the results of Google Translate. Some grammatical errors were found in the

FST-based translation results, such as ‘I want to repeat EXO’s songs’ which was

translated into ‘EXO의 노래를 반복재생고 싶어’.



Evaluation FST translation Google Translator

Perfect sentence
Percent 86.9% 48%
Quantity 478 264

Verbal errors
Percent 0% 30.29%
Quantity 0 167

Pattern error
Percent 0.01% 26.86%
Quantity 5 148

Grammatical errors
Percent 2.68% 0
Quantity 15 0

Entities error
Percent 0% 93%
Quantity 0 40

<Table 7> Performance of FST translation and Google translation

The performance results of our LGGs-based application and Google translation of

Chinese-Korean are compared in the table above. On the whole, the annotations in

LGGs outperformed those of Google Translator in many aspects. First, the number of

perfectly translated sentences (86.84%) is significantly higher than Google's automatic

translation (48%). This outcome proves that, in cross-language situations, the

corresponding annotation method can effectively solve the ambiguity problem.

Moreover, since Google Translator does not limit the input sentences into a specific

domain (e.g. music listening domain) this leads to verb usage errors caused by literal

translation, a phenomenon that is not observed in the annotations in LGGs.

Moreover, due to the lack of obvious imperative sentence features in Chinese,

machine translation usually does not include a corresponding translation mechanism for

a sentence type, which also leads to ambiguity in requesting sentences. The last

significant difference between the two approaches comes with the error of the named

entities. In case of Google translation, 93% of entities are incorrect, whereas, since

we manually described this correspondence, a quite high ratio of named entity

correspondence was observed. This shows to some extent that in the process of

building language resources, manual work is strongly required to improve the

completion of language resources.



7. Conclusions

This study verified the fact that the pattern-based model can accurately recognize

and classify users’ requests in the music-listening domain. Since there are no

morphological markers in imperative sentences in Chinese, recognizing automatically

request sentences coming from it and translating them into other languages (e.g. rich

inflectional suffixes of Korean) is a quite challenging task in language processing.

Through the methodology that was proposed in this study, a classification of Chinese

request sentence types and a Korean counterparts was presented.

In this way, Chinese request sentences are classified and annotated according to the

DECO-request tag set proposed for Korean, and thus well paired with corresponding

Korean request sentences. Based on the three main categories of AI speaker functions

proposed by Hwang et al. (2020), this paper added a user-defined search mode based

on music tags and emotional words. Constructing patterns in the field of Chinese

music listening through FST demonstrated reliable text annotation and function

classification capabilities based on annotation tags. The method proposed in this paper

can annotate the corpus by adding tags to the FST on the Unitex platform, and

generate annotated corpus, which is fundamental for deep learning-based method. The

experimental results also prove that the LGG grammar we constructed on the basis of

DECO Korean Electronic dictionaries has a meaningful coverage of request patterns in

the music field.
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